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"Yeah, I remember when she first came home, she'd agree to anything you asked, so obedient and non-fussy."

"I think the orphanage is a little sketchy,’ Arabella's sixth sense told her, "Is there a possibility that all the children in the

orphanage are not ordinary children?"

That assumption took Logan and Taylor by surprise, including Clark who was also taken aback.

But since her sister started investigating that matter, every guess she had made turned out to be correct. So, Clark took out his

phone and said, "I'll have someone look into it.

"Let my people handle it."

Arabella insisted on doing it with her people as she thought Clark's people might make some noise, but hers were different, all

specially trained.

Clark paused, looking at his sister, trustingly said, "Alright."

Arabella took out her phone and sent a message to Jack, nearly giving him a heart attack.

Ever since he found out that the boss was taking a risk coming to Lidaria, and that Romeo had the audacity to trust her without

coming along, Jack had been utterly disappointed in Romeo. At the same time, he was extremely worried, always feeling that the

boss was in danger. Finally, he had to sneak into Lidaria.

When he heard his phone beep, he took it out and saw that the message was from the boss, his face turned pale.

Jones was puzzled by his facial reaction, "What's the matter with you? Are you sick?"

"The boss sent a message! She needs me! Oh no! Does the boss know we're here? Is she going to settle scores with us?"

"Really?" Jones was also frightened, "Can I still catch a flight back home?"

"You don't care about the boss’ safety?"

"We have you, right? I'm more worried about whether my neck will be wrung by the boss."

"So, you're just going to let the boss wring my neck alone?" Jack grabbed him, "You're not going anywhere! If we're going down,

we're going down together!"

"Stop it, let me go, I've never been in love, I've never experienced the beauty of life."

Jack's phone vibrated again; it was a question mark sent by the boss.

He wanted to cry but had no tears. He summoned up the courage to unlock his phone, clicked on the message, only to find out

that the boss wanted him to investigate an orphanage back home!

He couldn't believe it; the boss didn't know that they were there!

Why would the boss suddenly make them investigate an orphanage?

Oh my God, he was almost scared to death earlier!

[Don't worry boss, I'll get it done!] Jack quickly replied to her.

Seeing that Jack even sent several emojis expressing his love for her, Arabella resisted the urge to block him, put away her

phone, and looked at Taylor and Logan again.

"We should have results in a couple of days."

Taylor and Logan couldn't believe it, who was that girl who could get results on an orphanage investigation in just two days!

Keep in mind, they had been looking for their daughter for two to three months and had yet to find any leads.

"When will we be able to find Carol?" Taylor was clearly worried; it sounded like their daughter was in a lot of danger.
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